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About Myself ..

• Data-driven investigation
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• Computational Microbiologist
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The human gut microbiome by numbers

1013 – 1014

microbial cells

Functional 

diversity of the 

microbiome to the 

human genome: 

150 : 1

90% of the 

diseases 

associated with 

changes in the gut 

microbiome

Microbiome can 

be therapeutically 

modifiable



The three facets of the gut microbiome
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Some examples of detrimental effects of bad 
diet on gut microbiome on cardiometabolic 
health
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Diet rich 

in 

Choline

Diet Gut Microbiome
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Gut microbiota as a detrimental 
modulator/translator of cardiometabolic health



Fibre and Short Chain Fatty Acids
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Microbiome modifiable using interventions
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Microbiome associated interventions

Dietary Interventions: 
Mediterranean Diet, 

Increased Fibre Intake, Fruits 
and Vegetables Intake, 

Reduced Processed Foods

Prebiotics: Substrates that 
are specifically utilized by 
‘beneficial’ host microbes 
to promote health: beta-
Glucan, Fructans, Inulin, 

Lactulose

Probiotics: Live organisms 
in viable forms that are 

thought to promote host 
health, either directly or 
through cross-feeding: 

Lactobacilli, 
Bifidobacteria, etc

Synbiotics: Combination of probiotics 
and prebiotics

Postbiotics: Preparations of inanimate 
organisms or their components

Fecal microbiome 
transplantation: Transfer of 
fecal matter from a healthy 

donor to the GI tract of a 
patient

Combinatorial 
therapies: Dietary 
Supplementations 

(Diet + Pro/Pre-
biotic)



• Only 38% of the 
studies reported a 
significant link 
between dietary fibre 
and SCFAs

Lack of consistencies across studies poses 
challenges: An example of fibre 
supplementation

• Sometimes the effect 
can be negative if the 
modulatory bacteria 
are absent 

• Dependent on dose and fibre structure



There is to survey the evidence for clinical 
interventions targeting the gut microbiome in 
cardiometabolic disease



The premise of the current study

214 human clinical intervention studies targeting the gut 
microbiome and cardiometabolic diseases

Location of the trials Cohort SizeDemographics Duration

Different Intervention Types

Diet Probiotic Prebiotic Synbiotics Diet + Others

Clinical Targets

Obesity Cardiovascular Disease T2D/Insulin Resistance/GDM

Metabolic Syndrome & General CMD Risk NAFLD & Variants

Intervention Efficacy

Host Effect Microbiome Effect Microbiome Mediated Effect



Large-scale geographical trials in trial locations

• Location of trials predominantly in EU > North 
America > China

Countries where trials have been performed Region-specific distribution of trials

• No representation from South Asia and Africa !!



Majority (51%) involved dietary interventions 
and were focused on Obesity

Interventions are mostly still 

seen as extensions of 

nutrition and “healthy-eating” 

regimes, not as medical 

interventions for a given 

clinical condition

Gut microbiome is primarily a 

read-out in many 

interventions



72.5% had efficacy with respect to host 
clinical outcomes and 63.% had significant 
effects on the gut microbiome

The pattern was invariant across targeted conditions, with minor 

exceptions of Liver and Kidney Diseases



There were variations in effect depending on 
the intervention type

Host-specific Effect

Prebiotics < Probiotic/Synbiotic < Diet +

Difference of efficacy between 

interventions with highest (Diet +) and 

lowest efficacy (Prebiotics) was 

marginal (P < 0.094)

Gut Microbiome Effect

Probiotics < Diet / Diet + < Prebiotic

Probiotics had significantly lower effect on the microbiome when compared to 

Diet & Prebiotics (P < 0.034)

No significant difference between single and multi-strain probiotic interventions



Probiotic colonization and action have been 
previously reported to be driven by baseline 
gut microbiome composition



Gut microbial changes mediating effects of 
cardiometabolic health

• In studies reporting significant changes in host phenotype, 63% 

reported these (or additional) effects to be mediated by gut 

microbiome changes

• Minor 

variations 

across 

intervention 

types and 

clinical 

conditions

• No uniform strategy to measure these effects, ranging from 

associations to mediation models to Machine learning models



There were also variations in the cohort size 
and duration of the interventions

Prebiotic interventions had noticeably lower mean length of 

interventions and smaller cohort size

May result in lesser power and effect of intervention trials



Summary of findings

• 72.4% of studies reporting significant improvements in one or more 

cardiometabolic traits

• Interventions tackling cardiovascular or organ specific diseases 

(such as atherosclerosis, hypertension, and non-alcoholic fatty liver 

disease), not just obesity, is fairly modest in proportion.

• Large geographic disparity exists in the location of these trials 

• Probiotic interventions are less effective in improving the gut 

microbiome than broader interventions like diet and prebiotic that 

target multiple resident gut microbiome members simultaneously

• Lack of unified cohort, study design and effect measurement 

protocols



Future Directions

• Better candidate probiotics derived from resident gut microflora, e.g

Akkermansia and Faecalibacterium

• Mechanistic Multi-OMIC level investigations to generate a robust 

microbial metabolite markers of cardiometabolic risk

• Well-designed large studies involving functional investigation and 

integration of multiple host phenotypic data

• Formulation of efficient integrative data-investigation strategies to 

probe host-diet-microbiota interactions
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